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Address of the Committee of the Peace Society to the 

ELECTORS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, 

January, 1910. 

 

FELLOW COUNTRYMEN,  

 

As representing a body of Citizens interested in the preservation and promotion of 

International Peace, we venture to make a very earnest appeal at this juncture. 

 

It is simple history that the agitation which has resulted in the present political crisis began 

with a naval scare, manufactured chiefly by a certain portion of the Press, and with an 

endeavour to stir up national feeling against a neighbouring and friendly people. 

 

The course of political agitation is still marked by the continuance of the same tactics, 

accompanied by proposals as to naval expenditure which simply make us stand aghast. 

 

Against all this we urgently protest. 

 

The present political issues, in their domestic aspects, are grave enough; we deplore and 

deprecate their complication and confusion by the introduction of bad feeling, and by stirring 

up animosity and War against any other nation, who, in the nature and necessity of things, 

cannot be responsible for our internal affairs. 

 

We would remind our countrymen that the issues of War are always uncertain.  One thing 

alone is sure that one nation can conquer another only by crippling itself; that any attempt on 

the part of one nation to “crush” another must always recoil in disaster upon itself, however 

successful it may be; and that the bare declaration of War between two great Powers would 

cause such universal dislocation and upheaval of affairs as to be tantamount to actual War.  

As a nation we have learnt what this means from recent experience, which has left us with 

increased national expenditure, unpaid debts, and a burden of heavy suffering – all of which 

we shall have to endure for many years to come.  It is evident, therefore, that to coquet with 

the idea of War is to play with fire, and the introduction of such an expedient into domestic 

politics should be as unthinkable as it would be criminal. 

 

The true patriot, in our judgment, will seek the highest good of his country; his duty, under 

present circumstances, should be to urge upon his Government the extreme importance of 

cultivating more friendly and fraternal relations with other nations. 

 

It is abundantly evident that the influence of justice and equitable dealing is more potent in 

maintaining International Peace than any array of armaments; whereas an increase of 

armaments only tends to create international distrust, suspicion, unfriendliness, and 

ultimately, in all probability, War. 

 

By the cultivation of friendly relations the way will gradually be opened for an agreement as 

to the mutual and simultaneous limitation of armaments; international disputes and 

difficulties will be more and more settled by Arbitration and other peaceful methods, as has 



been the increasing tendency for some time past; and reason and justice will take the place of 

brute and barbarous methods of settlement. 

 

This is the international issue, so far as the crisis in our domestic policy has any, and we 

cordially and earnestly recommend it to the attention of every elector. 

 

We are, on behalf of the Executive,  

ROBERT SPENCE WATSON, President 

WALTER HAZELL, Treasurer and Chairman of Committee 

W. EVANS DARBY, Secretary. 

 

 


